HIDDEN VALLEY RACE CLUB — MEDICAL PLAN (updated JAN-22)
This Medical Plan (“Plan”) applies to all activities conducted by the Hidden Valley Race Club
(“HVRC”) at Hidden Valley Resort (“Resort”), located at 1 Craighead Rd, Somerset, PA 15501.
The Hidden Valley Ski Patrol (“Patrol”) maintains a full-time presence at the Resort. The Patrol
clinic is located inside the main lodge at the Resort, and individual ski patrollers regularly
monitor Resort slopes and trails for injuries and potential hazards. The Patrol also manages
and dispatches individual patrollers and equipment from Patrol huts located around the Resort.
HVRC is responsible for notifying Patrol of its events and races held within the Resort.
•

All Patrol dispatch locations and the clinic have toboggans equipped with medical
equipment and access to oxygen and AED’s.

•

In addition to dispatching patrollers via ski/snowboard, a snowmobile and Suburban are
available to provide additional support as needed.

•

Somerset Ambulance (ALS Ambulance Service) can be dispatched by the Patrol clinic to
respond to any incidents with a state-certified paramedic & EMT.

•

Patients with non-life-threatening injuries are transported to either Somerset or
Johnstown Hospitals with a clear-road-travel-time of twenty (20) minutes.

•

Major Trauma facilities are located at Johnstown Hospital and multiple Pittsburgh
Hospitals. Travel times via ground transportation are 40-60 minutes.

•

Air medical support is dispatched from either Johnstown or Pittsburgh. Approximately
20 – 30 minutes flight time.

•

All Hidden Valley Ski Patrollers conform to the NSP guidelines for training.

•

Materials to aid in stopping a bleed will be available to race coordinators during an
event.

•

Communication with the Patrol Dispatch is via radio on channel #1. Patrol Dispatch is
available to monitor a designated race channel during an event to aid in coordinating
any emergency responses.

•

Patrol Dispatch can also be reached by phone at 814-521-5822.

